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HOUSES AND COMMON ROOMS
Holmes House. The Holmes House dorms are located on
the third floor of the main building. The common room
is on the ground floor in the east wing outside the dining
room.
Father Brown House. The Father Brown House dorms are
also located on the third floor. The common room is on
the ground floor in the north wing past the dining room,
toward the chapel.
Van Helden House. The Van Helden House dorms are
located on the second floor. The common room is on the
ground floor under the boys’ dorm.
Dupin House. The Dupin House dorms are also located on
the second floor. The common room is on the ground floor
between the Holmes House common room and the Police
Procedures classroom.
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LEGATUM CONTINUATUM
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Crime Lab. This is a very serious class in which you will learn
to analyze substances, fibers, and other physical evidence,
including weapon trajectories and blood spatter patterns.
Students will be trained to be incredibly picky so as not to
ruin evidence and end up with a mistrial. We will meet with
Crown Prosecutors who will explain to us just what happens
when you mess up. Believe me, it can get pretty ugly.
Criminals and Their Methods. In order to be a great detective you need to think like a criminal, and that’s exactly what
you’ll learn in this class. We will cover types of criminals and
their characteristics, from petty thieves and kleptomaniacs
to terrorists and serial killers. Students will also become
familiar with criminal techniques from lock-picking to creating explosions, as well as criminal motivation. Yes, there
will be some overlap with the profiling class, but you won’t
mind because each teacher takes a different approach and it
will be really interesting. Oh, and there’s a special unit on
butlers, which you won’t want to miss.
Cryptography and Cryptoanalysis. One of the most exciting things about being a detective is that you get to use secret
languages as well as decipher other people’s. More than just
challenging and fun ways to spend an afternoon, cryptography
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and cryptoanalysis are important tools for unearthing nefarious and twisted criminals’ plans. Learning the Navajo language
encouraged but not required. Note: There is currently no
teacher for this class. If you know of anyone good, please
tell us so we can set up an interview ASAP.
Cyberforensics. In this really, really hard class, students
will essentially learn how to hack. Be prepared to program
in assembly language, Java, and a whole bunch of others so
you can track, trap, and reverse criminal activity on computers and networks. Don’t be intimidated. We are really
good at teaching this stuff and you will get it, we promise.
You may even like it.
Disguise. Yes, this class will be fun, but it will also be a lot
more challenging than you think. You will have to fool not
only humans, but also facial and gait recognition software,
and someday even more clever software than that. We will
cover costumes, wigs, appliances like beards and implants,
makeup, accessories, gestures, and gaits. Students will learn
not only how to create disguises, but also how to select the
right disguise for the occasion. We will also cover the care
and feeding of disguises so yours will last a long, long time.
Don’t even imagine that you will coast in this class.
Evidence. Evidence is the workhorse of criminal investigation and in this class you will learn to recognize it and treat
it with respect. You may not know this, but in addition to
things like fingerprints and fibers, evidence can consist of the
contents of someone’s refrigerator or the poetry they read to
their child. Even this syllabus could be evidence under the
right circumstances. Isn’t that mind-boggling?
Fires and Explosions. You might think that fires and explosions are primarily the province of terrorists, but you’d be
ix
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wrong. Fires and explosives are for everybody—if you’re
a criminal. In this action-packed class you will learn techniques for investigating fires and explosions of all types,
even really tiny ones. We will also cover fire and explosion
prevention and handling as well as the psychological factors
affecting criminals who resort to these cowardly methods.
History of Detectives. An extremely detailed look at your
ancestors and their cases. We will also cover detectives who
were not famous because there were a lot of great ones and
they bear study too. We will also deal with the critical topic
of the detective’s mystique and how to create one.
Legal Issues. Our job as detectives is to help prosecutors
bring criminals to justice. Therefore it is imperative that we
understand their needs and all the loopholes and pitfalls that
can mess up their cases. In addition, we need to understand
the legal issues that affect police and private detectives. You
wouldn’t want to let a criminal get away with something just
because you didn’t understand the law. Come prepared to
do a ton of reading and participate in a moot court.
Logic. Evidence is great and all that, but if you don’t know
how to build a case from it, it will be wasted. In this rigorous class you will learn about the types of logic and do
a whole lot of practicing to make sure that the conclusions
you draw from various premises are sound. Some math will
be involved, so suck it up.
Observation and Research. Being able to look at a room or
scene and repeat back everything that’s in it is not a parlor
trick. It’s a critical skill for detectives. In this slightly OCD
class, you will learn to note not only what is there, but everything about it, such as its color, size, shape, and difference
from its previous state. Field trips make the class even more
x
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fun than it already is. We also cover research techniques
because you’ll need them in order to learn about all the stuff
you’re looking at, such as the difference between a ruby and
a garnet and also how to tell a 1965 Ford Mustang from a
1966 model.
Pathology. We’re sorry if you’re a bit queasy, but you’re
going to have to get over it because you will be dealing with
dead bodies in your career sooner or later. In this fascinating
class, you will learn a lot about anatomy and physiology, and
you’ll develop the ability to tell what kind of weapon made
which wound. You’ll also learn a lot about bones, which is
pretty interesting stuff even if you’re not a dog.
Forensic Photography. Forensic photographs allow investigators to recreate a crime and document evidence. Students
will learn how to use every photographic device on earth,
including ancient ones and those for photographing the
night sky because you never know. You will also learn how
to photograph both cooperative and uncooperative suspects
and victims, bring out hidden evidence by clever use of lighting and cool features on Photoshop menus, write amazing
captions, and master special techniques like taking pictures
of trace evidence that’s pretty hard to see, including through
microscopes, and recording how big or small something
actually is so no one gets confused.
Procedure. Police departments all have procedures they
follow to make sure crimes are properly investigated and
criminals are brought to justice quickly and cleanly. In this
critical class you will learn how to follow police procedure,
including how to conduct an interrogation so you get a
confession, how to deal with hostage situations, and how
to check a book out of the precinct library. You will also
xi
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learn about recruiting and working with informants, which
can be really helpful even if you don’t end up working for a
police department.
Profiling. In this psychologically oriented class, you will
learn how to use evidence to tell a perpetrator’s personality
type. That way you’ll know you’re looking for a certain type
of person rather than just any old criminal. Come prepared
to use a bunch of jargon, but don’t worry, you’ll get used
to it.
Secrets. This is probably the weirdest class we offer here at
Legatum. In keeping with the subject matter, we can’t tell
you any more about it than the name implies. You’ll just
have to show up to find out what it’s about.
Self-defense. Criminals can be really, really mean, so you
have to learn to defend yourself against them. This is so
much more than just a PE class. You’ll learn all kinds of
martial arts, and you’ll get to wear cool pajamas and colored
belts. We guarantee that by the time you graduate you’ll be
breaking bricks with your hands. We’d also say you’ll be able
to tear telephone books except they don’t make those much
anymore and they’re really hard to find.
Sketching. When you can’t take a photograph for whatever
reason, you need to be able to draw a person, place, or thing.
Let’s say you saw someone a while back but you didn’t take
a picture of them. You’ll need to draw them from memory.
Or let’s say you forgot your camera, which shouldn’t happen
but does. Or maybe it broke. In this class, you’ll learn how
to make up for all those problems and you’ll have fun too. In
fact you may want to display your work at one of our special
school art shows. Fun!
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Textual Analysis and Language. We don’t teach this class
to younger students because you really need the basics first,
but once you get this far you will see how useful it can be to
be able to identify writers and speakers by the way they use
language. You will also be exposed to various languages in
this course, including Esperanto and Klingon, which believe
it or not, a fair number of people use. Plus we’ll talk about
secret languages and codes so you will know how to protect
your words and even figure out what others are talking about
when they’ve made up words no one else knows.
Toxicology. Because the topic of poisons is so critical to
detective work, we offer an entire class on the subject instead
of covering it in the crime lab course. There are a lot of poisons out there that few people have heard of, and we want
you to know about those as well as the ones everyone knows
about, like arsenic. You’ll learn to recognize various poisons
by their characteristics and the symptoms they produce.
You’ll also learn how to analyze them in the lab and to recognize and gather poisonous plants without killing yourself.
This is really useful stuff !
Weapons. As a detective, you will not only face criminals’
weapons, but you will sometimes have to use your own.
Students will learn about modern, ancient, and futuristic
weapons, which they may enjoy drawing during Sketching.
You will learn to use all of these, as well as how to care for
them so they work when they’re supposed to and don’t injure
anyone they shouldn’t. While weapons can seem glamorous,
remember that they are not toys, unless they’re water pistols
or BB guns, which we do cover in the class.
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THE END OF
THE STICK DOGS
A

manda Lester was so tired of hearing about the great Sherlock
Holmes she could scream. Mr. La-di-da boring detective,
whoop-de-doo. Night and day, day and night, he was all her
parents talked about. “It’s time to get serious, Amanda. When
I was your age, I had already memorized Sherlock Holmes’s
complete memoirs.” “Darling, that will never work. You must
do it like Sherlock Holmes.” “Did I tell you what Mergatroyd
Thumbwhistle said about Sherlock Holmes?” She loved her
parents but they were so clueless.
Why couldn’t they see that she wasn’t interested in becoming a detective and never would be? Just because the profession
ran in her family, so what? Sure, her dad was descended from
Inspector G. Lestrade of Scotland Yard—the police detective
who worked with Holmes—but that didn’t mean she had to be
like him. Genes weren’t destiny. At least she hoped they weren’t.
The man was a disaster, an inconvenient fact that seemed to
escape the Lesters, who fervently believed that Holmes and
Lestrade were equals.
1
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No, she had more important things to think about. She
was a filmmaker. She’d discovered her passion at the age of
three, which meant she’d been at it for nine years. That was
practically a decade! “Lunchpail,” the film she’d written and
directed when she was seven, was her masterpiece, although
“Mynah Bird,” which she’d produced at ten, came in at a close
second. Of course “A Distant Snail” was good too, but she
should have animated it rather than trying to film actual snails,
which hadn’t been very cooperative, especially during the racing scenes.
Now, at twelve, all that was behind her. She was practically
an adult. It was time to get down to business—if she could
just clear a few teensy eensy hurdles, like the fact that no one
would work with her anymore because she was too bossy, and
that thing about her parents threatening to send her to boarding school if she didn’t drop that “frivolous hobby.” So she had
to keep her meetings with the Stick Dog Filmmakers Club and
Production Company a secret. If Herb and Lila Lester found
out she was still making movies they’d ruin everything.
Of course there was another minor problem. The Stick
Dogs weren’t actually producing anything. They’d been meeting for months and had got nowhere. It seemed that even after
all this time, Amanda and her friends Laurie Wong and Jill
Javor couldn’t agree on a concept. With the deadline for entering the Kangaroo Egg Film Festival rapidly approaching, they
were headed for disaster and she was as nervous as could be. If
they didn’t make it this time, they’d have to admit defeat and
disband. Amanda had already lost everyone else she’d worked
with. Without Jill and Laurie she’d have no actors, no crew, and
no help, and her career would be over.
She glanced at the time. Three-fifty. Only a few minutes till
the meeting so she’d better scoot.
She turned back to the email she couldn’t believe she’d
received and had already read seventy-three times. Darius
2
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Plover, her favorite director, had actually answered her! It had
taken a couple of months, but here the message was, in all its
glory—three short but dazzling paragraphs from the man
who’d made “Scaffold,” “Night of the Turkey,” and “Dirigible.”
She’d never expected him to get back to her. She was in heaven.
Dear Miss Lester,
Thank you for your lovely note. I am honored that
you’ve enjoyed my films.
Regarding your question about the best way for directors to work with actors, the most important thing is
to respect them. They are artists, just like you. Don’t
try to micromanage them. That way they will enjoy
working with you and your films will shine.
Please keep me posted on your work. I’d love to hear
from you anytime.
Sincerely,
Darius Plover.
He was so nice! Maybe geniuses weren’t all nasty and weird.
And his advice was perfect. Now that she thought about it,
it was obvious she’d been doing it wrong. She’d let her ambition get in the way and had driven her actors crazy. No wonder
they’d all quit. From now on she’d be more patient.
But what if being patient didn’t fix the problem? Maybe she
was just no good, or too weird, and that was why they had all
left her. Maybe the culprit was those Lestrade genes. Not that
Holmes was any better. In fact in some ways he was worse. Sure,
he was smart, but he was creepy and didn’t have any friends.
Detectives never did. Actually, she might be well suited to
being one after all. She didn’t have any friends either. Jill and
Laurie were just colleagues.
3
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Amanda clutched her phone to her chest and held it tight.
If she weren’t so afraid of her parents’ reaction, she’d print the
email, frame it, and accord it a place of honor over her desk,
right between her pictures of Ang Lee and Charlie Kaufman.
Unfortunately she’d have to keep it to herself. She could never
tell anyone about it for fear that it would get back to them. If
that happened she’d never hear the end of it, especially from
her mom.
She threw the phone in her bag and walked the two long,
shady blocks from Ysidro Middle School to Laurie’s big white
colonial house. The formal structure looked out of place among
the warm, inviting hacienda-style homes that surrounded it.
Not that most people cared. She did, though. It made the street
look like the set designer had goofed.
When she arrived the girls were hanging around in Laurie’s
lemon yellow room with the emerald green carpet (not good
for shooting scenes—the light was awful—but okay for planning them) with cups of cocoa, talking animatedly. That wasn’t
new, but the subject was.
“We’ve got it,” said Jill, her braces reflecting the afternoon
light and flashing patterns on the wall. With those green eyes
and purple-streaked blonde hair she looked like a human color
wheel.
“Got what?” said Amanda, slurping a marshmallow.
“The best idea for the film,” said Jill.
Amanda was excited to hear this. Maybe their problems
were finally behind them. She leaned forward, which was not
such a wise idea when you were trying to manage a hot drink.
Jill beamed at her and Amanda could see bits of cookie
between her teeth. Apparently the girls had already been partaking. “Let’s forget all about the psychological thriller. We’ll make a
detective story!” She sat back and waited for a response.
Amanda practically choked. No, no, no! They were going
to make a serious drama. They’d already agreed, although it had
4
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taken them two months to come to the decision. They’d floated
the idea of a horror movie (easy because it didn’t cost much, but
not really them), then a comedy (a problem because none of them
was that funny), and then a quirky movie about a restaurant, but
they could never get the script right. Well, she couldn’t get the
script right, since Laurie and Jill didn’t actually write. They kind
of hovered. But this time she would nail it. She was absolutely
sure. What didn’t they like about the idea all of a sudden?
Of course it wasn’t much of an idea yet, and that was a big
problem. They’d settled on the type of movie it would be, but
that was all. It didn’t help that everyone was teasing them about
it—at least the kids who knew what they were up to.
Of course everyone in L.A. was writing a screenplay. The
stick dogs were a cliché. As if Delia Toother in Amanda’s history class weren’t one herself, with her retro clothing and sixties
hair. Or Lloyd Supper, that smug kid from algebra, with his
eleventy billion apps. They were hardly ones to talk. Well, she
didn’t care what people thought. They were going to nail it if
it was the last thing they did. Then they’d all go on to exciting
careers and leave the naysayers in the dust. Life would be perfect and her parents would forget all about Sherlock Holmes.
Amanda turned back to her fellow stick dogs. She’d have
to be diplomatic or they’d bail, just like all the actors and crew
members who’d ever worked with her. The director’s words
“Don’t micromanage” rattled around in her head. She could do
this. I will not butt in, I will not butt in, I will not butt in.
“A detective story?” she said. There. That wasn’t so bad. No
flame throwing.
“Yeah,” said Laurie, her wide mouth topped with a neat little
cocoa mustache. From where Amanda was sitting she could see
her friend’s reflection in the dressing table mirror. She watched
as two spectacled girls with long black hair gushed with excitement. “It’s perfect! Everyone loves detective stories. It would be
easy to write, and we’d have no trouble getting actors.”
5
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“Right,” said Jill. “We think a drama’s too hard. This will
finally get us on track. We’re tired of sitting around trying to
think of things. Detective stories are all the same. It’s impossible to mess them up.”
Amanda could feel her blood begin to boil, although she
didn’t like to think of blood. It reminded her of Sherlock
Holmes. They’d discussed the idea of detective stories before
and rejected it. Why were her friends bringing it up again? But
when she thought about it, maybe Jill had something. Detective
stories were all the same. She’d never thought of them like that
before, but Jill’s pronouncement did go a long way toward
explaining why she hated everything to do with detectives.
“If they’re all the same, why do you think we could win the
festival?” Amanda said, trying to keep her voice calm.
“Because no one else will do one,” said Laurie. “Too obvious.”
“Yeah,” said Jill. “And you could totally do this, Amanda.
With your family background and all.”
Argh! Jill couldn’t have said anything worse. To remind
Amanda of her heritage, to embarrass and shame her like that,
was not the way to convince her of anything. More likely it was
a way to get her to fire them. Wait, what was she thinking? She
wasn’t that person. Not anymore. Patience.
She wanted to be patient. She wanted to be the director
everyone was dying to work with. But it was one thing to think
something and another to act on it. Try as she might, Amanda
didn’t feel patient. She felt frustrated. Before she knew it she had
put the cocoa down (it was a good thing, because her hands were
shaking), drawn herself up to her full height of five feet, pushed
her thick, dark hair off her face, and uttered a big, fat “NO.”
“What do you mean ‘no’?” the girls said in unison.
“I said, uh, no?” Her voice was weaker now.
“You can’t just veto our ideas like that,” said Laurie. “You
didn’t even think about what I said. You know, we used to
6
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like you—you were a lot of fun—but you’re getting too bossy.
You’re becoming a big dork.”
“I’m not a dork. You’re a dork,” said Amanda with a face
as red as a baboon’s butt, a color—and an image—that did not
suit her warm brown eyes. This was not Plover-like behavior
but she couldn’t help herself. Why didn’t her friends get it?
“No, you are,” said Jill placing her hands on her hips. “You
always try to tell us what to do. Who do you think you are?”
“I’m the director!” yelled Amanda at the top of her lungs.
Oops.
“Well you can just boss yourself,” said Laurie, “because I
quit.”
“Me too,” said Jill.
“You can’t be a one-man band, Amanda,” said Laurie.
“Sometimes you need to be a part of something bigger than
yourself. Think about what someone else wants for a change.
Come on, Jill. Let’s go.”
“Er, this is your house, Laurie,” said Jill.
“Go away, Amanda,” said Laurie. “You’ll never be a real
filmmaker. No one will ever work with you. You’re stuck up,
dictatorial, closed-minded, fat, and—”
But Amanda was already out the door and on her way
down the steps. She’d heard that part about fat, though. It just
added insult to injury. So she was a little overweight. So what?
Everybody was these days. Maybe not in L.A., but most other
places. She was always seeing fat models on Web sites, and some
of those actresses in BBC productions were huge. Anyway
Laurie was one to talk.
It was over. That much was clear. But now what would she
do? No more stick dogs. She’d have to make the serious drama
alone, and she didn’t even have a script. How would she get it
together by the deadline? Maybe she should go back to the idea
of the horror movie, but ugh. Horror movies never won awards.
7
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They were so schlocky! She’d never be able to write a comedy. It
took forever to think up jokes. The restaurant idea? She’d have
to give it some thought.
•

Amanda ran and ran. She was so upset she didn’t know where
she was going, but her body did. She went where she always
did: the ice cream store at the mall, which was located just a few
blocks from Laurie’s house. There was almost nothing sweets
wouldn’t fix, and ice cream was one of her favorite ways of getting sugar into her system. A cup of chocolate turtle and apple
butter chip from Piggetty’s would be just the thing.
Except that there was one problem. She’d left Laurie’s in
such a rush that she’d forgotten her bag and she didn’t have
any money with her. Darn! Maybe she could talk the counter
guy into starting a tab. She knew all about tabs from movies. It
seemed a simple enough proposition. She might even add a tab
to her script. But she didn’t have anything to write with. Usually
she wrote her ideas on her phone or in a little notebook. If she
didn’t get this one down fast she might forget it.
She arrived at the store, which was empty except for an old
woman in a bright blue suit, and took a number. The woman
was buying an ice cream cake that said ‘Congratulations on
becoming a vegetarian.” Somehow the idea of celebrating the
adoption of a healthy diet with all that sugar seemed a bit of
a contradiction, but it wasn’t Amanda’s problem, and anyway
the cake looked really cool with carrots, broccoli, and asparagus
drawn in thick, colored icing.
“Tab, tab, tab, tab, tab,” she thought. If she repeated the
word enough maybe it would stick in her brain until she could
write it down. She could ask the ice cream guy for a pen and
write on a napkin. Ha! People always wrote down great ideas
on napkins. Tab, tab, tab, tab—
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“Next!” called out ice cream guy. He had an uneven crew
cut and bad skin. Amanda thought he could easily play a prisoner or a thug.
“Hi. Er, do you have a pen?” Tab, tab, tab.
“Nope.” He looked bored.
“Pencil?”
“Nope. What do you want?” He was tapping his foot now,
and it wasn’t to music.
Tab, tab, tab, tab, tab. “I’d like a double cup with chocolate
turtle and apple butter chip, please.” She looked up at him and
tried to read his face. He looked like he couldn’t care less. This
might not be so easy. “Um, can I ask you something?”
“Yeah,” he said, scooping.
“Would it be possible to open a tab?”
“A what?” He stopped. The scoop of luscious chocolate
turtle ice cream was half full. Just a bit more and … heaven.
“A tab. You know—a running bill.”
“Ha ha ha!” laughed the guy. “What do you think this is—
‘Ocean’s Eleven’?”
“Of course not. ‘Ocean’s Eleven’ is a clever heist film, one of
the best ever made. In fact—”
“Can it, kid. You don’t have any money, do you?” He threw
the treasure back in the carton and tossed the cone in the trash.
“I have money.”
“You just don’t have it with you.”
“No, but I can come back later and pay you.”
“You’re not Julia Roberts, girlie. Beat it.”
“Actually, there’s a funny story about Julia Roberts.
Apparently during the filming—”
“I said get out of here,” he said. “Next!”
•
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Now she was facing a dilemma. Should she go back to Laurie’s for
her bag or home? She really wanted that ice cream and she knew it
wouldn’t spoil her dinner. She had never had an appetite problem.
She could consume a piece of chocolate cake with double fudge
frosting a half hour before a meal and her parents wouldn’t be able
to tell. They never had to urge her to finish her plate. In fact they
bragged to all their friends about what a good eater their little girl
was—a fact that everyone could deduce just by looking at her.
On the other hand, if she was late for dinner her parents
would be angry and she certainly didn’t want that, but she
needed her bag. Her phone was in there and she couldn’t afford
to be without it. Hm, angry parents or no phone. It was a tough
choice. Of course there was the issue of Laurie, who was also
angry with her. Oh well. If they were all going to be mad she
may as well have her bag. She’d go back and get it.
As soon as Laurie opened the door, the answer hit her.
“OMG, I’ve got it! The film! I know what to do!” She had
the best idea ever, and she knew they’d make the festival deadline. No way would actors not want to work on this movie. And
now that she knew what the film should be, a slice-of-life story
set in a beloved local restaurant that was being edged out by a
chain, she would calm down and be more patient and everyone
would get along. Hurray!
Thwack. Laurie threw Amanda’s purse at her and slammed
the door in her face. It made an angry sound.
“Laurie, open the door,” yelled Amanda. “I have to tell you
something. I know what the film should be.”
Silence.
“Laurie?”
A muffled voice. “Go away, Amanda. I don’t ever want to
talk to you again.”
“Laurie, please. I’m sorry. I got carried away. I didn’t mean
it. Everything will be different now. I know what I’ve been
doing wrong. I’m going to change. Please.”
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Silence, then footsteps moving away. It was over. The end
of the stick dogs, the end of anything resembling friendship
that she had. Oh well. What was one more failure? But it was
the last, for sure, because now she had this great new idea, and
YIKES—it was dinner time!
Again Amanda ran, her bag thwapping with each stride. A
half-block from home she heard a crackle-squish and felt something under her foot. Oh no! A snail. She stopped so fast she
almost fell over and bent down to look at the scene of the murder. Poor thing. She’d completely smashed it. Tears filled her
eyes. She felt like a criminal.
Wondering what the proper punishment for a snail
murderer should be, she marched the rest of the way to her
Spanish-style house, past the fake lagoon with the egrets and
the coots, past the pepper trees that made her sneeze, past the
palm trees with ten years’ worth of dead fronds hugging their
trunks, up her driveway, and through the squeaky back door.
She would definitely not admit to the crime. Instead she headed
to her room to write down her idea but was derailed when her
mother called from the living room in that sickeningly sweet
voice she put on for other people.
“Amanda, dear, come and see Uncle Randy. He’s staying for
dinner.”
Not Uncle Randy. First of all, he wasn’t really her uncle.
He was a friend of her parents. Second, he was a cop, just like
Lestrade. And third, he was blubbery, like a whale. She didn’t
know how he got away with being overweight like that. She
thought police officers were supposed to be fit.
“Hello, Amanda,” Uncle Randy yelled. How could such a
short man make so much noise? She was always surprised he
didn’t break the glass in the picture frames—those awful family photos and the ones of Sherlock Holmes and his dopey
sidekick, Dr. Watson. Although with the terrible lighting in
that dark, heavy room no one could see them anyway. Thank
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goodness her room was Navajo white, which worked really well
for shooting scenes. In secret, of course.
She fought the impulse to cover her ears. “Hello, Uncle Randy.”
“I brought that information about the department I promised you.” He looked extremely proud of himself.
Kill me now. You could find information about careers with
the police department on the Web.
“Uh, thank you,” she said.
“The L.A.P.D. would be an excellent place for you to work,”
said her father. “They have great career paths. Of course you
couldn’t testify in any cases I was prosecuting. But there would be
plenty of others. With our help, you’d make detective in no time.”
Kill me again.
“You know, dear,” said her mother for the eleventy-seventh
time, “Lestrade is a household name. You’d advance like lightning. Probably be running the place by the time you were thirty.”
“And there are so many clever criminals out there,” said
Uncle Randy. “The force could use someone like you who could
put them in their place.”
“Like Moriarty,” said her father, waving the pipe he never lit.
Moriarty? The brilliant arch-criminal who was Sherlock
Holmes’s nemesis? The only thing that made reading about
Holmes’s cases bearable? That Moriarty?
“Dad,” she said. “Moriarty’s been dead for eighty years.
Anyway, I don’t want to work for the L.A.P.D. It’s not
interesting.”
“You shouldn’t say such things, Amanda,” said her father.
“You come from an illustrious family. You don’t know how
lucky you are. Uncle Randy has gone to a lot of trouble for you.
I want you to apologize to him.” He drew himself up to his full
height of five-foot nine and gave her his best district attorney
face, which since the election had begun looking a bit forced.
Herb Lester had run for District Attorney of Los Angeles
and lost, and it had nearly crushed him, devastated both
12
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Amanda’s parents. It was all he had ever wanted. He lived and
breathed his job. The only reason he knew anything about film
was because occasionally someone in the movie industry got
into trouble, like the time Skip Loopsy had murdered his wife
and gone on trial. Her father hadn’t even known who he was
until then. And him an A-list actor, too.
But now her dad had changed. He’d been behaving even
more peculiarly than usual lately, which was saying something
for a man who wanted his daughter to become the next Sherlock
Holmes. Sometimes he’d sit staring at the ceiling and brood till
all hours of the night. At other times he’d scream in his sleep,
mumbling something about “rictus” or “plexus” or “blixus.”
He’d also been acting secretive, which had never been his way
before. Truth be told Amanda was starting to worry about him,
but she didn’t know what to do. He wouldn’t talk about what
was bothering him, and she couldn’t talk to him about her life.
She was constantly walking on eggshells.
Which for some reason didn’t stop her from speaking up
now. She just couldn’t go along with this charade any longer.
“I’m sorry, Uncle Randy,” she said, “but policing isn’t for me.
I’m going to be the best filmmaker in the world.”
“No, you’re not,” said Amanda’s mother. Here it came
again—the speech. “Filmmaking is too risky. Most of those
people barely make a living. If you like movies you can always
watch them, but there’s no future in making them.”
It was an odd thing to say, as Lila Lester had been writing
books for fifteen years—police procedurals partly based on
Herb’s cases— and was actually famous. Most writers didn’t do
half as well.
“I’m not the same as ‘most of those people,’ Mom,”
Amanda said. “You’re always saying how special our family is.
If that’s true, then why don’t you think I’m special? And if G.
Lestrade is so great, why don’t you change our name back to
his?”
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Her father winced and the light from the chandelier
glinted off his bald head. He’d never had a good answer to that
one. Too much paperwork, everyone knows us by Lester, what’s
done is done, and all that. She’d always wondered if deep down
he doubted his own propaganda. Now he was looking like a
deer caught in the headlights. She didn’t know whether to be
angry or sad. Without realizing what she was doing she stepped
back to put more space between them, overshot her mark, and
bumped into the mantel. Her grandmother’s glass-domed clock
crashed to the hearth and broke into a million pieces. Her dad
jumped as if someone had snuck up on him. She’d never seen
him do that before. Whatever was spooking him was turning
him into a nervous Nellie.
“How could you?” yelled her mother. “Go to your
room—now!”
Lila started to follow her daughter, tripped, and almost fell
off those five-inch heels she always wore. A vein on her neck
pulsed with anger.
“Wait a minute,” said Uncle Randy. “Don’t you want to tell
her about the letter?”
“What letter?” said Amanda. She’d hoped to be home in
time to intercept the letter that was supposed to come from the
West Coast Young Filmmakers program, but with all the to-do
about the stick dogs’ film she had completely forgotten about
it. She’d applied during the summer and it was just about due.
If they found out about that they’d probably ground her for life.
“Go look on the hall table,” said her mother, rubbing her foot.
Amanda trudged out into the hall, knees as weak as butterfly legs. As she left the room she heard her parents and Uncle
Randy whispering. By the front door, on the polished cherry
table that smelled faintly like lemon cleaner, she saw a heavy
white envelope with red and gold embossing. She approached
slowly, knowing that as soon as she opened it her world would
fall apart. Maybe she could just run out the door and never
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come back. Perhaps she could go live with—who? There was
no one. She had no friends, and her real aunts and uncles would
never go against her parents’ wishes. Maybe Child Services—
Something was wrong. The name didn’t look right. There
was no “f ” for “film.” She peered at the envelope. Oh no! She’d
completely forgotten. “Legatum Continuatum: The Enduring
School for Detectives,” it said.
Not this again. For months her parents had harped on the
idea of sending her to that secret school for the descendants of
famous detectives, which was tucked away in the English Lake
District a million miles away. She’d screamed, threatened, and
cajoled, and finally they had dropped the idea—she’d thought.
So why was this letter here now?
Fingers shaking, she opened the envelope, which was easier
said than done. It didn’t want to give. Secret was right. Even the
mail was so secret you couldn’t see it. Finally, frustrated beyond
belief, she tore the envelope, ripping the letter inside. Then she
saw the terrible words.
Dear Miss Lester,
We are delighted to inform you that your application
has been accepted. You may enter our school immediately. We have reserved a dormitory room for you and
expect you to arrive Sunday, 6th January. Orientation
will take place at 3:00 in the afternoon. Spring term
begins Monday, 7th. Please pack for cold weather, as
the temperature in this area often dips below freezing.
Do not be concerned about bringing your own microscope. We have everything you need.
The Legatum Continuatum School is the most prestigious detective training institution in the world.
Our existence is known only to our select community, so we would appreciate your not mentioning us
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to anyone. We maintain the strictest standards of
secrecy and academic achievement. However, being a
Lestrade, you are undoubtedly aware of our traditions,
and I’m certain that you will comply completely with
our policies.
Have a safe journey! We look forward to seeing you
on 6th January.
Yours sincerely,
Drusilla Canoodle
Dean of Admissions.
Amanda dropped the letter, ran to her room, and slammed
the door. She looked up at the picture of Darius Plover she’d
torn out of a magazine, then turned on her computer, opened
her email, and hit Reply. Her hands were so unsteady that she
had to correct her typing over and over, but finally she managed
to write what seemed like a coherent answer.
Dear Mr. Plover,
Thank you so much for your prompt and helpful reply.
Your message means more to me than I can express.
I hope you will not think me too much of a pest if
I take you up on your offer and write back to you. I
do have one more question, but please don’t bother
answering if you’re too busy. I am looking for some
career advice. How do you become a filmmaker if your
parents won’t let you?
Sincerely,
Amanda Lester,
Filmmaker.
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manda was beside herself. There was no way she was going
to any boarding school, especially not one for detectives. The
deadline for the film festival was fast approaching, she was certain she’d get into the program she’d applied for, and except for
the stick dog mutiny everything was on track, and now this. As
if she didn’t fight enough with her parents. This was going to be
the battle to end all battles and she was going to lose.
After panicking, then sulking for what seemed like an hour
but was really five minutes, she returned to the living room
where her mother was vacuuming up broken glass.
“Did you read the letter?” her mother said.
Amanda stared at her and nodded ever so slightly.
“You need to start thinking about what you’ll take with
you. By the way, we’re going with you.”
Was that supposed to be a comfort or a threat? Amanda’s
eyes widened but she remained silent.
“We’re moving to the UK. Your father has been offered a
position with the Crown Prosecution Service in London. We’ll
be just a few hours away.”
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“What?” said Amanda, no longer able to contain herself.
“You know your father has always wanted to return to his
roots. He’ll be back in the land of his ancestors, working on
major cases with the Metropolitan Police at New Scotland
Yard. Wonderful new fodder for my books. Isn’t that right,
Herb?” Her father nodded.
“You can’t do this to me!” screamed Amanda. This was the
worst news ever—far worse than the time Billy Banana had
pulled her skirt up at recess in the first grade. “I don’t want to go
to that filthy old school. I want to stay here and make movies.”
“You will not stay here and you will not make movies of any
sort. You will prepare for your life’s work: being a detective,”
said the old witch.
“It’s always about what you want,” Amanda said, oblivious
to the fact that Laurie had rightly accused her of the very same
thing. “You’ve never cared about what I want. You think just
because someone’s genes are the same as someone else’s they
have to be just like them.” It was a bit of a wordy sentence but
the meaning was clear enough.
“I’m afraid there’s going to be no discussion about this,” said
her father. “We’re going, you’re going, and that’s that. You’ll like
it, Amanda. You’ll see.”
“I won’t go and you can’t make me!” Amanda screamed,
and stomped out.
•

But she did go because she had no choice. Since she didn’t have
any friends left there hadn’t been anyone to say goodbye to, so
she’d packed her clothes and filmmaking gear and that was that.
The Lesters had pulled her out of school over the Christmas
holiday so she could start the spring term when everyone else
did. They would arrive in the UK on Saturday and the term
would start two days later, on Monday.
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They had left the house in care of a smarmy real estate agent
whose spiked heels were so high it was a wonder she hadn’t
fallen off them. Amanda had set up a few booby traps in the
hope that the woman would trip, and enjoyed imagining her
pitching headlong over an errant cushion or strategically placed
hamper. Too bad she’d never know if her scheme worked.
When she wasn’t worrying about people asking her who she
was descended from, she spent the entire flight to London trying and failing to remember what she’d meant to write down,
which didn’t help her mood any. Then when she got off the
plane at London Heathrow, she was met by weather so biting
that she almost broke into tears. From there they’d proceeded
to their hotel, which turned out to be so cold that she thought
the heat must be broken, but when she’d called the front desk,
a polite but useless man had assured her that everything was
working properly and the temperature was the same as always.
They were still tired after a night’s sleep, but Amanda’s parents insisted on driving the few hundred miles to Windermere
rather than taking a train. This turned out not to be the best
idea as they weren’t used to driving on the left-hand side of the
road, and her father almost got them killed taking the wrong
exit on a roundabout, which was a huge traffic circle unlike anything Amanda had ever seen. A woman going the other way had
come very close to hitting them and had let them know in no
uncertain terms how displeased she was. After that Amanda’s
mother had insisted on driving.
But miraculously they did arrive in time for the Sunday
new student orientation, and now, sitting in the Legatum
Continuatum chapel/auditorium (after a harrowing search for
a parking place), Amanda thought about what she’d seen of the
school so far.
Aesthetically it wasn’t bad. The campus was built entirely of
stone and looked ancient. It was situated high on a hill with a
lake—not Windermere, but a smaller one—below to the west.
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When she’d asked the woman seated next to her about the lake,
she’d learned that it was real. The woman, who was wearing a
sleeveless dress in January—January!—had looked at her as if
she were crazy, but obviously she wasn’t from Calabasas where
the lakes were all fake, built by developers to increase property
values.
The huge grounds included large expanses of lawn, which
unfortunately was dead and brown and covered with patches
of snow. Someone had taken great pains to design the gardens,
utilizing gobs of shrubbery and flowerbeds that appeared to be
laid out in an aesthetically pleasing way. Beyond the buildings
lay thick woods, also bare due to the season. Fairy tale icicles,
varying in size from an inch or two to several feet, sparkled
everywhere. If she hadn’t hated the whole idea of the school so
much, Amanda might have found the place picturesque—perfect for a filming location—but now all she could think of was
how cold and drafty and miserable it was going to be.
She was so embarrassed to be seen with her parents that she
tried to hide under her many layers of clothing, and she almost
succeeded until the worst thing in the world happened—except
for someone mentioning Lestrade. The headmaster, Gaston
Thrillkill, a tall and imposing bald man with gray fringe who
was giving the orientation, looked straight at her with piercing
eyes and held his gaze there for what seemed like a minute.
He had been telling them that only the descendants of
famous detectives were admitted to the school and that they
should be highly honored to attend. Here they would learn the
tools and tricks of their future trade, and when they matriculated they would be able to practice anywhere they chose, as
long as they didn’t violate the school’s secrecy oath. However,
they should not expect an easy time of it. Why was he looking
so hard at her when he said that? Did he expect her to be the
stupidest student at the school? Of course. He knew about her
ancestry. That must have been it. Lovely.
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“You will not be coddled at Legatum,” the headmaster told
them. “You will be working in a brutal world for which you
must be prepared. There are nasty criminals out there—worse
than you can imagine. They will be aware of you and will be
bent on your destruction, so you must learn to outwit them.
Your safety—in fact, at times your very lives—will be at risk.
Fail at your job and you may die. So listen carefully, do your
work meticulously, and be aware, always.”
Amanda shivered. She knew about criminals from her
father and she didn’t like them one bit. In fact the whole idea
upset her so much that she tried very hard not to think about
them at all.
“You may feel restricted at first,” said Professor Thrillkill.
“You will not be allowed to post to social networking sites of
any sort except our own internal one, although you may read
posts on the Web. You are not to leave the school without permission and you may not mention the school to anyone on the
phone, via electronic communications, or in any other medium,
including in person. I can assure you that as time progresses,
however, you will adjust and will not find these rules onerous.”
How could he say that? No social networking? What
about her participation in film forums? How was she going to
continue her professional development if she couldn’t do that?
The rules were outrageous. Her parents were trying to squeeze
all the creativity out of her.
“I want to tell you about our four houses,” the headmaster continued. “They are Dupin House, Father Brown House,
Van Helden House, and Holmes House. There are approximately fifty students in each house. Your map will show you
where your dorms and common areas are. I will hand out house
assignments in a moment.”
She didn’t know what a house was, but she was sure she
wanted nothing to do with something with the name Holmes
in the title. If she ended up there she’d die.
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“Please study your class schedule carefully. We do not tolerate tardiness here at Legatum. If you are late to class more than
once, you will attend detention for two weeks. Three tardies
and you will be suspended for one week.”
Boy, he was strict. Back home it almost took murdering
someone to be suspended. If the teachers had suspended people
for three tardies, their classrooms would be empty. She could
see herself being suspended after the first three days. Then what
would her parents do?
“In addition, meal times are strictly observed. If you are late
you miss the meal. No exceptions. However, tea, juice, milk,
and water are available in the dining room throughout the day.”
Amanda didn’t like this rule one bit. What if you tripped
and got to dinner ten seconds late? And what about snacks?
How was she going to get her ice cream? It wasn’t like she could
sneak extra at meals and stash it for later. This place was going
to kill her.
After this horrible speech, Professor Thrillkill called each
new student to the stage to take the Legatum oath. It seemed
a particularly inefficient way of doing things—why not give it
to all of them at once, or not at all, for Amanda wasn’t fond of
oaths—and she wasn’t impressed with the so-called “quality”
of the school, which was supposed to derive from the stature of
its alumni and faculty. She hoped the other students wouldn’t
be stuck up. What was so great about being descended from
this, that, or the other yoyo anyway? It was what you made of
your life that mattered. Like Darius Plover. He probably hadn’t
had to go to a stupid boarding school in some hole-in-the-wall
place. If he had he wouldn’t be the great director he was today.
When her turn came Amanda said, “I, Amanda Lester,
solemnly promise not to reveal the existence of the Legatum
Continuatum School to anyone outside the school and my
immediate family. If I do so, whether purposely or inadvertently,
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I may be expelled, imprisoned, or otherwise punished as the
board sees fit.”
That was sobering. Imprisoned? Punished as the board sees
fit? What did that mean? Tortured on the rack? Ripped apart
by wild horses? Made to recite the life of G. Lestrade in front
of the whole school? Regardless of how she felt about having to
be there and about the other stupid rules, she’d make sure she
never breathed a word.
And then it happened. When the students were assigned
their houses and given their class schedules, Amanda was horrified to find herself a member of Holmes House. Holmes
House! Of all the embarrassing, insulting, soul-destroying
happenstances in the world, there couldn’t be anything worse.
She was so upset that she blurted out, “I’m not going into any
Holmes House!” so loudly that everyone heard her.
“Is there a problem out there?” said Professor Thrillkill,
scanning the crowd.
Amanda was so panicked that she couldn’t respond, but her
big-mouthed mother called out, “No, sir. Just a slight mishap.
We’re fine.” Amanda felt like she wanted to sink into the floor.
“She said she didn’t want to go into Holmes House,” a boy
yelled. She could have killed him.
“I’m afraid you have no choice in the matter, miss,” said
Thrillkill. “We’ve worked out the house assignments very carefully and have matched each student with the one that best
promises to enhance his or her academic life.”
Amanda was mortified. As if she weren’t frazzled enough,
being dragged into the spotlight like that so unnerved her that
she started to gag. Unfortunately, instead of abating, the sensation grew so strong that within a minute she had thrown up all
over a dark blue coat on the back of the chair in front of her,
which belonged to a goofy-looking dark-haired boy with huge
glasses.
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“Aaaaah!” he screamed. “Get away!” He turned around,
looked at Amanda with a pinched face, and ran into the aisle,
stepping on several feet in the process.
“Take the coat to the ladies’ room and clean it up,” said
Amanda’s mother, pushing her daughter toward the aisle.
This was not the easiest thing to do when you were nauseous, but at least it would get her out of there. Amanda
scooped up the coat, held it at arm’s length, and went in search
of what the English call “the ladies.’”
It was freezing in the foyer. And there were so many
doors—all shut. Here a door, there a door, everywhere a door.
The dorms and classrooms were located in another building, so
what could all those doors be for? If she hadn’t been carrying a
coatful of vomit and freezing her butt, she’d have opened each
one and explored.
At last she found the ladies’ room tucked away in a hallway.
Inside were a couple of ancient-looking sinks under a mirror
that was too high to see into, but instead of the foamy soap you
find in American restrooms, there were tiny bars of something
too sweet-smelling wrapped in thin white paper with pink
flowers on it. How was she going to use that?
The first thing to do was get rid of the nasty stuff she’d
deposited on the coat. Laying the garment over one of the sinks
she turned around to get some paper towels. Plop. The coat fell
to the icy floor. Reaching down to pick it up she saw that now
the sick was on the floor too. Argh.
She turned back to the paper towels, which were so rough
that they’d probably remove skin, grabbed a couple, and wet
them in the other sink. Then, picking up the coat, she dabbed
at it until all the gunk seemed to have come off and laid it on
the dry sink while she cleaned the floor. She unwrapped a soap
(it was pink inside!) and rubbed it over the wet spot until the
area was sudsy. It was so slippery that she dropped it and it
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bounced into a stall. Cursing, she opened the door to get the
soap, when something caught her eye. Or did it? She could have
sworn she saw something on the wall, but on closer inspection
she couldn’t find anything. Oh well. The jetlag must have been
affecting her vision.
After further ministrations, she was satisfied that the coat
was clean enough and left the restroom. But when she turned
the corner to go back to the auditorium, she ran head on into
another boy, and what a boy he was. He was so handsome that
Amanda nearly dropped her armful. Tall, dark hair, blue eyes
just like the other boy, but obviously from a different planet
entirely.
“Pardon,” said the boy in a plummy English accent.
“Uh, uh, uh,” said Amanda. “Don’t worry about it.”
Dummy! Uh, uh, uh. That’s really intelligent.
“I was in such a hurry I wasn’t looking where I was going.
I’m late to the orientation, you see,” said the boy, reaching out
to steady her. “Are you all right?”
“You’re not missing anything,” said Amanda. Ack! Why
was she being negative? Well, of course she was negative. She
didn’t want to be there, but she didn’t have to take it out on
him, did she? “I’m okay, thanks.”
“Oh well. One has to do these tedious things from time to
time.” He looked very serious.
“Of course,” she said, folding the coat absent-mindedly,
wondering if all English people were so polite.
“Oh dear. Where are my manners? Let me take your coat.”
He reached out, but she pulled back and held the garment
tightly.
“I don’t think you want to do that. There was an accident.”
She tried to smile, but she had the awful feeling that she had
spinach between her teeth from that aloo saag they’d had for
lunch.
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“But I must,” he said, gently taking the coat from her and
holding the wet spot away from him. He extended his other
hand. “Nicholas Muffet.”
“Pleased to meet you, Nicholas,” she said, shaking his hand
and noting that he had no spinach or anything else that wasn’t
supposed to be there between his teeth. “I’m Amanda, er,
Lester.”
“Hello, Amanda Lester. My friends call me Nick. It seems
you’ve come a long way.”
“Yes. Los Angeles.”
“I thought I could hear a California accent.”
“Oh, no. Californians don’t have accents. Not like you do. I
mean—” What an idiot. Here was this amazing English Adonis
talking to her as if she actually mattered and she’d already managed to insult him.
“No. Not like me,” said Nick with a wry smile. Holding out
his free arm, he said, “Shall we go in?”
Amanda looked at the arm, hesitated a moment, and took
hold. Maybe Legatum Continuatum wouldn’t be so bad after all.
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A DETECTIVE’S MYSTIQUE
A

fter the orientation, Amanda studied her class schedule,
which was printed on a bright yellow piece of paper the
color of some crayon shade she couldn’t remember the name of.
It was so different from the usual fare that she couldn’t process
what she was looking at.

Spring Term First-Year Class Schedule

9:3010:45

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
History of Crime Lab, Pathology, History of Logic, Ducey
Detectives, Stegelmeyer
Hoxby
Detectives,
Also
Also
Evidence, Observation, Observation, Crime Lab, Evidence,
Scribbish Sidebotham Sidebotham Stegelmeyer Scribbish

11:1512:30

Observation,
Sidebotham

8:009:15

Selfdefense,
Peaksribbon
Lunch

12:30Lunch
1:30
1:30- Logic, Ducey Logic, Ducey
2:45

Evidence,
Scribbish
Lunch
Disguise,
Tumble
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Selfdefense,
Peaksribbon
Lunch

Pathology,
Hoxby
Lunch

Observation, History of
Sidebotham Detectives,
Also
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What a strange array of topics. Pathology, whatever it
was, had to be medical and therefore incomprehensible. Logic
sounded dry, as did history of detectives, which she’d heard
over and over already from her parents, and evidence, which
was just a lot of boring fingerprints and stuff. Self-defense was
PE—ugh. When she saw she was going to have to suffer through
a lab she felt ill again. She wasn’t good at science and she absolutely wasn’t about to dissect any more frogs. But observation
and disguise—those were her things. You couldn’t make movies
without observing every detail of behavior, appearance, setting,
and lighting, and disguise was just costuming. She felt herself
get just a little excited about the prospect of those classes. A
little.
She put the schedule in her bag and headed for her room.
The girls’ dormitory was in the east section of the north wing.
The whole campus comprised a patchwork quilt of buildings,
wings, and sections, including a series of basements, towers,
outbuildings, and tunnels, all built at different times and in
different fashions. It was ever expanding and mutating, she
had discovered, which meant that one year there would be a
lot of vacant space, and another virtually none, depending on
the enrollment and the amount and location of construction.
The school was host to a variety of styles and environments:
the ancient, simple 18th century manor and chapel, with their
zigzaggy joists and beams and fly-eyed mullioned windows; the
ornate 19th century classrooms, common rooms, and dining
room, with their rich paneled walls and gothic arches; and the
late 19th century dorms, which were close and tight and secret,
with narrow hallways and tiny rooms not unlike rabbit warrens.
Holmes House was all the way at the top, which in the U.S.
would be called the third floor but in England was the second,
the first floor being the ground floor. Whatever it was called,
it was quite a schlep up the stairs. There was an elevator, but it
was a horrible-looking thing with a metal grille around it and
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Amanda didn’t trust it. It seemed that no one else did either
because it never seemed to move. Maybe it was stuck.
Amanda was to share a room with two other girls, a fact
that did not amuse her, particularly because said room was so
small. As an only child she’d always had her own room, and
she quailed at the loss of privacy. Where would she block out
her scenes? Where would she keep her costumes, lights, storyboards, wigs, and makeup kit, not to mention her camera? She
was sure her parents were paying a lot of money for her to go to
Legatum. The least they could do was give you a decent amount
of space.
But there didn’t seem to be a solution, so she opened her
trunk and started to unpack, throwing everything on the bed
first so she could sort her clothes by color and type. That’s what
all costumers did. You had to be able to find the right item
instantly when you were shooting. Delays cost money.
As she dug down to the bottom of the trunk, she started.
Without her knowledge or permission, her mother had hidden
several of the books she’d written in her luggage. Amanda was
so furious that she picked up the top one and threw it across the
room, where it hit a wall and fell down behind a dresser. How
could she? She had no right, no right to invade her privacy and
try to propagandize her with that detective junk. She threw the
other two books under the bed and practically ripped the rest
of her clothes out of the trunk.
Her roommates had yet to make an appearance. She had
visions of mean girls with svelte figures and porcelain complexions. She supposed they’d be blonde too. It would figure.
She’d be the dark, fat, short one with the flyaway hair, stubby
hands, and baby face, and they’d be the beauty queens. What
else was new?
Suddenly a tiny girl wearing sunglasses entered the room
with the most beautiful golden retriever Amanda had ever seen.
Amanda was so startled she almost said something she would
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have regretted. Her roommate was blind! Whoever had heard
of a blind detective? At least she wasn’t blonde. Her hair was
so coppery that it lent a reddish sheen to the entire room, or at
least Amanda imagined it that way. The girl would be perfect
in a sixties-era film surrounded by psychedelic pinks, reds, and
oranges. Or against a verdant outdoor setting in a period piece,
perhaps in Ireland or even here in the UK. In fact—
“Hello. I’m Ivy,” said the tiny girl. “Ivy Halpin.”
“Amanda Lester,” said Amanda, rushing to shake her hand.
“And this is Nigel,” said Ivy, presenting her dog.
“Why hello, Nigel,” said Amanda. “He’s beautiful!” The
dog’s yellow coat gleamed. It was as if the two of them, girl
and dog, had been polished, they were so luminous. Amanda
envisioned lighting them from various angles and settled on a
backlight that would outline them in gold.
“Yes, he is,” beamed Ivy. “I’m afraid he does shed a bit, but
he’s very tame and frightfully intelligent. Do you like dogs?”
“Oh, yes,” said Amanda. “My parents would never let me
have one, but I do adore them.” What was this? She’d been in
the country for two days and she was starting to sound like an
English person already. She’d have to watch that. Sometimes
her natural ability to mimic got her into trouble, and she had
enough of that on her hands.
“What is that?” came a harsh voice from the doorway. “A
dog?”
“Yes, this is Nigel,” said Ivy proudly.
“Get it out of here,” said the tall, plump, dark-skinned girl
in the doorway. “You can’t have a dog in here. It’s a school.”
“She’s blind,” said Amanda. “Uh, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean—”
“Hey, you’re the one who threw up,” said the nasty girl, eyeing Amanda.
Amanda thought she would just about die. “What’s it to
you?” The best defense was a good offense. The girl glared at her.
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“Well, of course I’m blind,” grinned Ivy, ignoring the incipient argument. “It’s nothing to be sensitive about. I’m blind,
you’re a short brunette with a nice nose and small feet,” she said
facing Amanda, “and you,” she said turning to the girl in the
doorway, “are tall, wearing earrings, and a bit red-faced at the
moment. You also have long black hair. And yes, Amanda threw
up. So what? I throw up all the time. Don’t you?”
“Hey,” said the tall girl. “How did you—am I red-faced?
Really? And how do you know about my hair?”
“I may be blind but I’m not dumb,” said Ivy, grinning so
wide that Amanda thought her face would split in two. “First,
you’re embarrassed, and second, I can hear in your voice that
you’re of Indian descent.”
“But I’m English,” the girl protested.
“So am I, but our families aren’t from here, are they? Can
you tell about me?” She grasped her hair on both sides and
pulled it out from her head as if to offer a hint.
“No.”
“Well then,” said Ivy in such a nice way that no one
could possibly be offended “you’ve got a project to work on,
haven’t you?” She turned to Amanda. “You’re from Southern
California. I’d say Los Angeles. Not the Valley, but close to it.”
“You are kidding!” said Amanda. “You’re right. Calabasas.”
“Cala-who?” said the tall girl.
“Calabasas,” said Amanda. “It’s in the Santa Monica
Mountains. It’s just past the San Fernando Valley. Lots of horses.
That was amazing. You’re really talented.” She suddenly wondered what it was about the way she spoke that had given her
away. Was there a Calabasas accent? She was sure there wasn’t.
“Thank you,” said Ivy. She turned to the tall girl. “And of
course you’re from East Anglia, definitely Cambridge, but with
a touch of central London, and I’m from Dorset, although as
you will be able to tell once you’ve done your project, my family
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is from Dublin. Oops, I gave it away.” She clapped her hand
over her mouth as if she were divulging the secret of the Holy
Grail, then laughed.
“But how did you do that?” said the doorway girl, softening.
“I hear things,” said Ivy.
“You can’t hear what someone is wearing, or how tall they
are, or what color their hair is,” said the girl.
“Yes, you can,” said Ivy. “You have to work at it, but you can.”
“I never heard of such a thing,” said the girl. “By the way,
I’m Amphora. Amphora Kapoor.”
“Hello, Amphora,” said Ivy and Amanda in unison.
“And I’m sorry about what I said. He’s a lovely dog. Sheds
a bit, though, doesn’t he? Is he going to be staying in this room
with us?” Amphora seemed to be accepting him but she made
no move to pet him and was still eyeing him with suspicion.
“Yes, indeed,” said Ivy.
“Yes, of course he would,” said Amphora. “How silly of me.
He’s your guide dog. How else could you get to the loo in the
middle of the night?”
“I have my ways,” said Ivy, still beaming.
“Um, I’m Amanda,” said Amanda. “I make movies.”
“We know,” said Ivy.
“Yes,” said Amphora. “It’s obvious.”
What was that supposed to mean? Amanda hoped it was a
compliment. Oh well. If she had to be insulted, better that it be
for her filmmaking than her genes.
•

The first class the next morning was History of Detectives.
The classroom was huge and paneled in dark wood. Amanda
thought it was beautiful but was thankful she didn’t have to
polish it. It would take so long that as soon as she’d finished
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she’d have to start all over. The room felt old-fashioned but it
was a lot nicer than the classrooms at Ysidro Middle School,
which were so depressing that she was always mentally redecorating them.
“Bienvenido!” said the teacher, Professor Also, an athleticlooking, curly-haired woman with a kind face and a wavery
voice. The students, some of whom appeared bright and eager
and others of whom seemed not to have slept the night before,
looked around blankly.
“Oh, sorry. Forgive me,” the teacher said. “I just got back
from Costa Rica, and I haven’t got my land legs yet. That means
‘Welcome.’ May I have a volunteer, please? How about you, Mr.
Binkle?”
The goofy-looking boy with the glasses, late of the vomit
incident, pointed to himself. “Me, your honor?”
“Yes, you, Mr. Binkle, and I am not your honor. Professor
Also will do.”
“Yes, sir, er, your ladyship,” said the boy, every bit as awkward as Amanda thought he was.
Professor Also sighed. “Now would be a good time.”
“Right,” said the boy, and raced to the front, tripping over
nothing twice on his way to the spot where Professor Also was
pointing. Amanda felt sorry for him.
“Now, Mr. Simon Binkle,” said the teacher. “I want you to
select from these items and give yourself a semblance of a detective’s mystique.”
“A what, ma’am?” said the boy.
“A detective’s mystique. Go on. Let’s see what you can put
together.”
Mr. Simon Binkle had turned rather red. “I’m sorry. I don’t
understand, ma’am.”
“This, class, is exactly the problem for those of us who are
new to the detective’s world. In order to be a great sleuth, you
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must develop a mystique. All the classic detectives have one and
we will study them. A mystique sets you apart, and may I say,
gives you a certain, I don’t know. Let’s say cachet.”
“Sorry, Professor. What’s cachet?”
“Cachet, Mr. Binkle, is that special something, an almost
magical quality, that makes you fascinating.” The idea of the
gangly Mr. Binkle being fascinating made Amanda want to
laugh.
“Do you mean that we all have to be fascinating?” said
Simon Binkle.
“Eventually,” said the teacher, at which the boy’s face went
completely white.
“I see I’ve thrown you. Let me reassure you that developing a mystique isn’t nearly as intimidating a procedure as it
sounds. This will occur naturally over the course of your time
here at Legatum. Let’s talk about it a bit. Yes, Mr. Wiffle.” She
pointed toward a pale, redheaded boy who was raising his hand
excitedly.
“First, Professor, let me say that I’m very impressed that you
already know all of our names. I think I’m going to enjoy your
class. Second, can you tell us whether mystiques will be on the
tests?”
Amanda looked over at Amphora, who was making a gagging face. When she saw Amanda looking at her she mouthed,
“Do you believe this?” Amanda rolled her eyes, then grinned
and shook her head. When she caught sight of Nick, who was
sitting at the end of her row, she could see that he was laughing
silently.
“I’m tempted not to answer that, Mr. Wiffle. A detective
should be ready for anything. However, as this is your first day
I will make an exception. No. Mystiques will not be on the tests
but they will be part of your grade. Let me say right now that
I will know if you’re faking a mystique. It’s perfectly acceptable
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to experiment, and in fact we expect you to do so. However do
not try to impress us. A mystique evolves naturally. Trying to be
something you’re not will get you nowhere and could actually
backfire. Are we clear?”
“Yes, Professor,” said Mr. Wiffle. Amanda, Amphora, Nick,
and Ivy were all stifling laughs. Simon, who was still in front of
the class, seemed completely lost.
“Now, let’s talk about mystiques, shall we?” said Professor
Also. “A mystique is much more than appearance, although
that plays a large part because it’s what we see. It also has to do
with the way the detective thinks and what he or she is most
interested in. In other words, it’s what makes the detective different from other detectives.
“For example, we’re all familiar with Sherlock Holmes’s recognizable clothing and accoutrements, but what really defined
his mystique was his keen ability to observe small details and
draw conclusions from them.” Amanda winced. Who cared
what Sherlock Holmes did or didn’t do? “But his observational skills didn’t operate in a vacuum. They depended on his
arcane knowledge. As you know, he could deduce an astounding
amount about a person just by observing his or her clothes, but
in order to do that he had to familiarize himself with everything
from buttons to types of wool. So his mystique depended on his
knowing a great deal about obscure subjects. Yes, Mr. Wiffle.”
Not him again. Amanda was beginning to get the measure
of this kid. She decided that staying away from him would be a
good idea.
“Professor, will we be expected to study buttons and things
like that?”
“Yes, Mr. Wiffle. Professor Sidebotham will be at your
side for these six years, and by the time you graduate you will
know more about buttons, fountain pens, and motor oil than
99.999% of the people on the planet.”
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The kid’s mouth dropped. He obviously wasn’t happy.
Amanda didn’t want to learn about buttons either, but she
thought she could put up with it if it meant she got to watch
him squirm.
“Mr. Wiffle,” said the teacher. “Do I infer correctly that
you’re not interested in buttons and motor oil?”
The class laughed and the kid went as red as his hair.
“No, Professor Also,” he said, catching himself. “I’m
quite looking forward to learning about motor oil. It sounds
fascinating.”
The teacher gave the kid a look and said, “Indeed. Now,
let’s continue with our discussion of mystiques. As I was saying,
when you matriculate you will have developed a mystique that
is unique to you. A unique mystique, if you will.”
There were giggles around the room until Professor Also
fixed the class with a stony stare.
“A mystique is no laughing matter. It is your calling card.
Your signature. Your, er, excuse me, Miss Lester, for putting it
this way, your brand, as they say in America. No detective can
practice effectively without one. Your mystique is your power.
It throws people off, impresses them, stirs them to action. All
these things are needed if you are to stay ahead of your suspects,
witnesses, informants, and even at times your colleagues. So
today, and during other lessons, we will discuss what a mystique
is, why it’s necessary, and how to create one. Mr. Binkle, let’s see
if you have good instincts.”
By now the boy was practically in hysterics. He seemed so
self-conscious and flummoxed that he looked like he was going
to melt into the floor. His eyes darted around the room like a
mosquito that had lost its radar. Slowly he turned around to
look at the shelves containing all manner of props: hats, coats,
cigars, glasses, hairpieces, flowers, umbrellas, bags, shoes, musical instruments, writing implements, perfumes, wax fruit,
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books, and costume jewelry. He picked up a fedora and stared
at it for a moment, then broke into a huge grin and stuck it on
his head. It was too big for him and covered his eyes, but that
didn’t stop him from turning back to the shelves and rummaging. After examining what must have been forty different items,
he held up a red sweater vest and the class responded with an
approving chorus of yeses. Emboldened, he turned back and
presented a cigarette in a holder. “Uh uh,” said the class.
Getting into it now, the boy selected item after item, sometimes acceding to the class’s wishes and sometimes overriding
them, until he had finished. When he was through, he was wearing a tweed jacket and holding a leather notebook. He looked
like a cross between Inspector Thomas Lynley and Sam Spade,
and he was ecstatic. The formerly shy boy had been transformed
into a ham in front of the class’s eyes. Amanda couldn’t believe
the change in him. Except she could, because she knew what
acting could do to a person. Anyone could become anything. It
was magical and she loved it. But there was another side to acting: it allowed you to mislead. She’d remember that later, to her
dismay. But for now she was beginning to feel just the teensiest
bit at home.
She was still on edge though. Although intensely grateful
that no one had asked her who she was descended from, she
had studiously avoided asking the same of the others for fear
that she’d have to reciprocate. She was quite amazed, actually,
because she’d expected the snobbery and the jockeying for status to be intense, and it wasn’t. Not yet anyway. But the other
shoe always dropped. It was just a matter of time.
•

And then it happened—in Professor Scribbish’s evidence class,
which followed History of Detectives. Amanda was sitting
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next to the kid who had asked whether mystiques would be on
the tests. He whispered to her while the teacher was talking.
“Who are you descended from?”
Amanda froze.
“I say, who are you descended from? How did you get into
the school?”
“Sssssh,” she said, not looking at him.
“Don’t shush me,” said the boy. He leaned closer. “What are
you hiding?”
“What are you hiding,” hissed Amanda, still refusing to
look.
“I’m not hiding anything, you cow. I’m descended from Sir
Bailiwick Wiffle. You?”
Now she turned and met his gaze, which was smarmy
and smug. She wanted to deck him. “What difference does it
make?”
“What difference does it make? I’ll tell you what difference it makes. Who you’re descended from is everything. Do
you really think the point of going to this school is to recite
detective history and analyze fingerprints? Anyone can do that.
What matters is who you’re related to, and you’re obviously not
related to anyone important.” He crossed his arms and gave her
a challenging look.
“I’ll have you know I’m descended from Inspector G.
Lestrade,” said Amanda without thinking.
OMG, it was out! Realizing what she’d done, she gasped so
hard she almost cut off her wind. Now everyone would know.
She’d never measure up to this aristocratic boy, for Sir Bailiwick
Wiffle was an aristocrat, even if the kid was rude and a huge
twit. Not that she wanted to be here—she still didn’t—but
now everyone would know she didn’t belong. Even Ivy, who
seemed to be the least judgmental person in the world, would
be horrified.
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She had to think. She couldn’t leave the school. Her parents would never let her. She couldn’t run away because she was
twelve and where would she go? She couldn’t persuade her parents to let her transfer to a regular school where no one would
care who her ancestors were. Think, think, Amanda. Act. Yes,
that was it. Act.
“I’m sorry, but you’re obviously misinformed,” she said,
her heart pounding. The whole class and the teacher were now
staring at her. “Inspector Lestrade was a first-rate detective. I’m
proud to be part of his family.”
“You’re joking,” said Wiffle’s alleged descendant.
“Certainly not,” said Amanda. “I never joke. Let me tell you
some of the things my great ancestor did.”
“That will be enough,” interrupted Professor Scribbish, who
along with the rest of the class was listening intently now. He
was a bit of a dish, with dark curly hair and an affable manner,
which had disappeared in a flash. It occurred to Amanda that
he’d make a great actor, he so easily shifted his personality. “We
do not disparage other people’s ancestors here at Legatum. If I
see you failing to respect your classmates you will do two weeks’
detention. Mr. Wiffle, you will go to detention this afternoon
after your classes are finished and you will return every day for
the rest of the week. Is that clear?”
“Yes, Professor Scribbish,” said the boy, giving Amanda a
piercing look.
Of course that was the answer. Whatever happened, she
could act her way through it. She was surprised she hadn’t
thought of that before. What kind of a filmmaker was she
anyway?
Before her next class she made a little foray to the same
ladies’ she’d used the previous evening. This time Ivy and Nigel
were with her. She opened the stall she’d looked at before, and
again she could swear there was something odd about the back
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wall. It had a funny color to it in one spot, as if something had
bled over from the other side. She couldn’t ask Ivy to take a
look, obviously. Maybe she could get Amphora to help later.
Suddenly Ivy said, “Something isn’t right in here.” She
walked around and listened in various places.
“What do you mean?” said Amanda, who couldn’t hear
anything.
“I mean something is off,” said Ivy.
“Off like what?” Amanda craned her ears but still didn’t
hear anything unusual.
“I hear something. So does Nigel.” Sure enough Nigel’s ears
were cocked and he was staring at the stall wall. Amanda hadn’t
mentioned anything about the stall, so it was odd that the dog
had found the exact same spot she’d thought looked weird.
“What do you hear?” she said.
“It sounds like scraping. From over there.” Ivy gestured
toward the stall wall.
Amanda put her head to the wall and listened. “I don’t hear
anything.”
“Well, I do, and Nigel does. There has to be something
there. No, wait. It stopped.”
Amanda listened again. No difference.
“Nope. It’s gone,” said Ivy. Nigel obviously thought so too
because he was looking at Amanda with his tongue hanging
out.
“You know, I thought I saw something there last night but
I don’t see anything now.”
“Probably nothing,” said Ivy. “But we can keep an eye on it,
so to speak.” She broke into one of her grins.
“Yes,” said Amanda. “Probably nothing.”
Even if there had been something, so what? There was
something about being around all these detectives that made
you paranoid. It wasn’t like her and she wished it would stop.
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•

Amanda was sitting in her third class, Observation and
Research, waiting for the teacher to arrive, when a boy turned
to her and said, “What kinds of criminals do you think we’ll
meet? I’m hoping for a lot of murderers.”
Criminals! Of course. She knew all about criminals. Her
father, her mother, Uncle Randy, and a myriad of her parents’
friends were intimately involved with criminals every day.
And yet she’d forgotten all about them, even though Professor
Thrillkill had mentioned them just the day before. Not that she
knew any personally. Her parents would never let her anywhere
near a criminal. But that was why she was there, wasn’t it? How
could you be a detective without coming into contact with
criminals?
Actually, she didn’t much care for the idea. It wasn’t just
her antipathy to detectives. She was actually afraid of criminals.
Maybe embezzlers weren’t so bad, or counterfeiters, but violent
criminals? They scared her half to death. She felt a chill.
Act! “I don’t really have a favorite kind,” she said. “I was
hoping to learn about them.” Learn about them? That was the
last thing she wanted to do. She wasn’t even sure she wanted to
make films about them. Too close to home.
“Me too,” said the boy. “I can’t wait! I don’t think we get to
take Profiling for a while, though. Get inside their minds and
all that. I think they want us to have some experience with evidence and observation first.”
Amanda had no idea what classes she’d take when. She was
just taking the school as it came. They told her which class to go
to and she did. End of story.
But now the boy had got her thinking. Would they really
meet criminals? If so, how? Would they be dangerous? Could
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she be killed? Surely the school wouldn’t allow that. Her father
would sue the pants off of them.
And then a sobering thought hit her. Could there be criminals out there targeting the detectives? Targeting the school?
Targeting her? Wouldn’t Thrillkill have told them if that were
the case?
This was not a discussion she was comfortable having, even
while acting. She tuned out and let the boy talk, which he was
quite happy to do. But when the teacher arrived, she was still
thinking about those criminals, and she couldn’t get them out
of her mind all day.
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hen she returned to her room in the evening, Amanda was
beat. She was still jetlagged, and the day had been so full
that all she wanted to do was fall into bed. Of course there had
been no time to consider her brilliant idea, the one she’d lit
upon outside the ice cream shop. At this rate there never would
be but she was too tired to fret.
The other girls hadn’t returned yet, so tired as she was she
decided to check her email. She grabbed her phone and scanned
her inbox. There it was, another message from Darius Plover.
She’d forgotten all about him! This wasn’t good. She was losing her skills and now she was losing her passion. Sure, Ivy and
Amphora were nice, the goofy boy was kind of funny, and Nick
was cool, but she still didn’t want to be here. The school was
derailing her from her plans and OMG, the festival! She’d forgotten about that too.
She couldn’t let this happen. She had to enter that competition. She absolutely could not wait until next year, and oh no
again, the film program she’d applied to! The letter had probably gotten lost in the move and now she’d never be admitted.
Competition to get in was fierce, and she’d probably lost her
one chance.
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But she couldn’t think about that now. She read the email
greedily.
Dear Miss Lester,
What a pleasure it is to hear from you again.
I sense a note of frustration in your email, and I want
to put your mind at rest. Some of the most creative
and respected filmmakers come from difficult backgrounds. Do not worry. Keep working on your ideas
and your techniques, practice with the most rudimentary equipment and supplies if you must, but
persevere. It may not seem like it now, but you will
get through whatever bumps you’re having with your
parents and you will succeed.
As always, I’m happy to hear from you anytime.
Sincerely,
Darius Plover.
Amanda put her phone away and stared out the icy window. Could the director be right? She hadn’t thought of her
problem quite that way before. Up to now it had been all or
nothing. But maybe she could slip in enough filmmaking to
keep her career on track. Tomorrow she’d make a list of priorities. But before she could think about that or anything else, she
had fallen asleep on top of her covers.
•

When Amanda woke in the morning she found herself warm
and toasty under a layer of quilts. Nigel was lying on Ivy’s bed
and the other girls were still asleep. She looked at the clock.
“Eeeeeeeek!” she yelled. “It’s 7:45. We’re late!”
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The two girls woke with a start and Nigel jumped off the
bed. “Eeeeeeeeeee,” they all yelled, running around trying to
get dressed and down to breakfast as fast as they could. Classes
started at 8:00 so they’d have to inhale their food. But when
they got there the dining room was closed, and a stern-looking
cook, who was holding a large wooden spoon, was shaking her
head.
“Ya missed it,” she said.
“But we’re so hungry,” said Amphora. “Do you think we
might get a roll at least?”
“Nope,” said the cook, a tall, angular woman with gray hair.
She looked a bit like the wicked witch of the west. Amanda
wondered where her winged monkeys were. “Yer too late, and
it isn’t permitted. Get off to yer class now, and don’t let this
happen again.”
The girls grabbed the dog and started to run to their first
class, when Ivy stopped. “I have to take Nigel out.”
“Aaaaah,” said Amphora. “We’re already late. They’ll yell at
you.”
“Can’t be helped,” said Ivy, rubbing the dog’s head. “He’s a
dog. He has his needs.”
“I’ll take him out,” said Amanda, grabbing hold of Nigel’s
lead. “You go on to class.”
“Thank you, Amanda, but he’s my responsibility,” said Ivy,
pulling the lead back.
“It’s okay. I love dogs,” Amanda said, reaching for the lead
again, but missing. Nigel kept looking from one girl to the
other as if to say, “Make up your minds already.”
Ivy reluctantly handed the lead over to Amanda and
thanked her profusely. Then she and Amphora ran down the
hall, the tall girl guiding her as best she could.
Amanda headed for the closest outside door. Even the interior of the building was freezing. She wasn’t sure she’d ever get
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used to the cold, especially because she’d forgotten to bring her
heavy jacket with her. But there was nothing for it. Nigel had to
be walked and that was that.
She hunched herself up, opened the door, and stepped out.
It was co-co-cold and smelled shiny and clear, if colors, or the
lack of them, could be said to have smells. She figured she’d better find an unobtrusive place to take the retriever. Even though
guide dogs were allowed, she had no idea what the rules were
for taking care of them and she didn’t want to risk getting into
trouble.
She headed for a stand of trees that bordered the vast lawn.
Ice dotted the ground, and despite her lack of experience with
cold weather she knew to avoid it. Ice had formed on the sidewalk at home once, and she’d slipped and wrenched her neck.
Never again. Thank goodness Nigel was well behaved. He
didn’t pull, explore, or cause trouble in any way. He seemed to
sense what she wanted and accompanied her docilely.
If she thought about it, which was hard to do when you were
shivering, it really was a lovely scene. Maybe she could make something of it. She’d have to sketch out some views and see. There
was a sparkle to the air from the ice crystals. The muted burnt
red of the brick, the ancient deep green of the firs, even the stark
branches that spread out like lace—hey, what was that? There was
a flash in the distance, as if someone were signaling with a mirror.
She had done that at camp one year and had become quite good
at communicating by flash. She peered off into the direction the
light had come from but saw nothing more.
When Nigel had finished doing his business she said,
“Come on, Nigel. Let’s hurry!” The dog looked at her as if he
understood and turned back toward the school. But before they
had advanced more than a few paces the flash came again, this
time from the north side of the campus. Amanda scanned the
view and saw a dark shape off in the distance near the woods,
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running. It seemed an odd thing to do when there was so much
ice. You could fall and hit your head. Or not. Maybe these
English people knew how to cope with it. One more thing she’d
have to learn. She continued to search but the shape and the
light were gone, so she went back to the building and made her
way to the crime lab.
•

When Amanda and Nigel entered the lab, the teacher, Professor
Stegelmeyer, gave her the dirtiest of looks and said, “Miss
Lester, I presume?” He had a buzz cut that made him look like
a marine and a manner to match.
“Yes, sir.” This was not going to be good.
“Do you realize what time it is?” He motioned toward the
clock and tapped his foot, as if keeping time to the second hand.
“Yes, sir. I am so sorry, sir. Nigel needed to go out. It won’t
happen again.”
“No, it won’t, because the next time it happens you will be
dismissed from this class. Do you understand?”
Amanda looked over at Ivy, who for the first time was
frowning. “Yes, sir. I’m very sorry, sir.” As if. The dog had needs.
What a heartless man Professor Stegelmeyer was.
Having delivered Nigel, Amanda took the only free seat in
the class and found herself sitting next to Nick. He gave her a
big grin, pointed to her hands, and rubbed his own together.
She looked at him quizzically. He motioned for her to give one
of them to him. She shook her head. She didn’t care how cold
she was. She wasn’t about to hold hands with a boy in front of
a teacher. Nick shrugged as if to say, “Suit yourself.” Then he
flashed her another grin and turned toward the front.
The lab was all about DNA, fingerprints, and chemical
analysis—your typical crime scene stuff. Amanda found it all
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incredibly boring until Professor Stegelmeyer made Nick her
lab partner. Nick was the kind of boy who wouldn’t have said
two words to her back in L.A., but for some reason he seemed
to have taken a shine to her. Maybe he was like that with everybody. She certainly had nothing to offer him. Yes, that must
have been it. He was just a friendly guy.
With almost no preamble they were thrown right into an
exercise: dusting and lifting fingerprints. The first step was to
create samples. Next to their supplies—fingerprint brushes,
black and white powders, goggles, gloves, and tape—were two
shiny drinking glasses, two empty soda cans, and two plastic
plates. The pair took the materials and made firm prints with
various fingers and their thumbs. Fortunately Amanda’s hands
had defrosted enough that she could actually wiggle them.
Then they slipped on their gloves and proceeded to dust their
prints with the black powder. Nick’s came up quickly and beautifully but Amanda’s looked murky and clumped.
“I can’t do this,” she said, surveying the mess.
“Sure you can,” said Nick. “Just use a light twirling motion.
I think you’re pressing too hard. Try the plate. And think
feathery.”
Amanda carefully dipped the brush into the powder and
positioned it over the print. Feathers, feathery, oh so light. She
envisioned the scene in her mind’s eye and took a breath. She
twirled the brush lightly, just barely touching the print until the
ridges came into view clearly. They looked nothing like Nick’s,
which were wavy and seemed to undulate. They were actually
kind of straight and boring. Figures. He’s got gorgeous fingers and
mine are from that moron Lestrade.
“Brilliant,” said Nick, looking at her fingerprints as if they
were the Mona Lisa. “I knew you could do it.”
“How did you do that?” she said, trying to tell from his
prints what he’d done differently.
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“I have my ways.” He winked. “You see, I fancy myself as
something of a filmmaker. I watch how things are done and try
to use what I see to create art. It helps.” He gave her a mock
sheepish look.
Amanda was aghast. “You’re kidding.”
“Mais non.”
She was stunned. If that was the case, what was he doing
here? And should she tell him about her own inclinations?
“I see I’ve shocked you,” he said feigning horror.
“Not really. I just didn’t think …”
“It doesn’t compute, does it? Here we are at a school for
detectives and I’m telling you I want to be a filmmaker. I suppose you wonder what I’m doing here.”
“Wellll …” Maybe his parents were as bad as hers. She didn’t
want to get into that.
“Of course, my family. Isn’t that why we’re all here? But also,
my personal philosophy is that in order to make great films, you
need as much experience in as many areas as you can get.”
“That makes sense,” said Amanda, though she’d never
thought of it that way before. There was so much in her head
already that she didn’t see why she needed any more, especially
if it took her out of her comfort zone.
“Do you know what I especially like?” Nick said conspiratorially. He paused a moment for effect. “Acting,” he whispered.
“Acting?” said Amanda. OMG. He would make the best
leading man ever.
“Yes, acting. It’s immensely challenging and satisfying. You
get to be anyone you want to be. Have you ever tried it?”
“I, uh, I—”
“Didn’t think so. It’s not something most people ever do,
although coming from L.A. I thought you might have dabbled.”
Should she say anything? It was so tempting to be able to
share her passion with someone who understood.
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“I suppose I’m talking your ear off. Let’s do the white powder now.” He reached for the second vial.
“I’m a filmmaker too,” she blurted out.
Nick broke into a wide grin. “I knew it,” he said. “I can just
tell.”
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fter crime lab, Amanda felt like she was walking on air. Nick
had given her hope, and she had a new friend who shared
her interests. It didn’t hurt that he was so good-looking and
nice either.
The observation class, which was taught by the oldest, most
wrinkled lady she’d ever seen, Professor Sidebotham, proved to
be a lot more interesting than she’d expected, despite Professor
Also’s warning about buttons and motor oil. It seemed that the
school expected its students to observe constantly, and they
provided an ever-changing environment that forced them to
practice on a daily basis. To this end the administration kept a
fulltime staff of two men whose duties included changing the
décor of the school continuously and randomly. That meant
that paintings, furniture, decorative objects, carpets and rugs,
lamps and chandeliers, and dining room fixtures, most of which
were stored in various basements underneath the school, were
always appearing, disappearing, and changing position. It was
the students’ job to be ever vigilant and note not only the
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current state of the school’s décor, but also past tableaus, for
Professor Sidebotham gave pop quizzes in every class, and if
your score fell below seventy-five you were forced to go for special tutoring with the old lady, whose senses and brain power
appeared to have diminished not one whit with age. What was
worst about failing was that the professor’s sharp tongue hadn’t
dulled either, and she worked the poor students half to death
when they fell behind. Amanda did not want to find herself in
that unfortunate situation.
In addition, Professor Sidebotham informed them that
starting next term they would be taking field trips all over the
UK. These promised to give the students the opportunity to
escape the confines of the school, and everyone looked forward to them, although a couple of the boys remarked that
they were afraid the old bat might drop dead from the exertion
and then what would they do? Word from the older students
was that the trips were virtual parties, although Amanda
had a hard time believing that, given Professor Sidebotham’s
temperament and the school’s rigid rules. Still, they would
provide ample filmmaking fodder and she wished they would
start right away.
After the observation class Amanda met up with Ivy,
Amphora, and Nigel in the first-floor hall, which overnight had
been hung with medieval tapestries featuring lots of unicorns
and white birds. Her new friends were abuzz with news.
“A girl has already been expelled,” said Amphora.
Amanda wasn’t sure if her roommate was horrified or titillated. “What? You’re kidding.”
“No,” said Ivy gravely. “She violated the secrecy oath. They
caught her texting something about the school to an outsider.”
“Wow, they don’t mess around,” said Amanda. The teachers
at home hadn’t been this strict. Then again the teachers back
home hadn’t been very competent.
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“Apparently they take it very seriously,” said Amphora. “I
suppose they would. If criminals ever found out about us …”
Criminals again. It was bad enough being at Legatum without
that. Amanda wondered what the others thought about them.
“Do you think we’ll have to deal with any actual criminals?” she said.
“Of course,” said Ivy. “That’s why we’re here, isn’t it?”
“I thought it was all just theory, right? I mean, you learn
how to follow clues and figure out who the murderer is, but you
don’t actually have to meet them, do you? Doesn’t that come
later, when you have a job?” As if she was ever going to get a job
as a detective.
“I wouldn’t think so,” said Amphora. “We’re supposed to
be getting real experience at fighting crime.”
“Fighting crime?” said Amanda. “We’re not a SWAT team.
We’re thinkers.” She’d forgotten that her father was both a
thinker and a crime fighter, and he had to meet criminals all
the time.
“Sure we’re thinkers,” said Ivy, “but you can’t think in a
vacuum.”
“No you can’t,” said a voice. “Although I tried once when
my mum was cleaning the house. Well, I didn’t try, actually. I
had this hamster and this theory, you see.” It was the goofy guy
from the orientation: Simon.
What a doofus. First he butts into a conversation, and then he
starts talking about how he torments animals. I don’t like this guy,
or his coke-bottle glasses.
“I’m kidding. I thought maybe the mood needed lifting. I
would never hurt an animal. Would I, Nigel? You’re beautiful,
don’t ya know?”
This guy really is a nutball. He’s worse with people than I am.
“Have you ever met any criminals, whoever you are?” said
Amphora.
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“Moi? No, not me. Although I did shake hands with my
MP once. And I’m Simon. Simon Binkle.” He rocked back on
his heels and up onto his toes.
“Right. I remember you. The mystique guy. I’m Amphora
and this is Ivy … and Amanda. Are you worried about them?”
“Nah. What’s the big deal? They’ll train us, and then we’ll
be able to handle anything. Easy peasey.” He was maddening.
Didn’t he get anything?
“I don’t know about that,” said Amanda. “I’m not sure it’s
that … easy peasey.”
“No,” said Ivy. “If it were, the good guys would always win.
They would have caught Jack the Ripper, found the money
from the Great Train Robbery, put Moriarty behind bars.”
Moriarty? Oh no! Why did she have to mention him? Not
Holmes and his overrated cast of characters again. She could
receive a thousand emails from Darius Plover and bask in a million smiles from Nick Muffet, and even with those to soften the
blow she couldn’t bear the thought of Holmes, who was pretty
much the same thing as Moriarty to her, except that there was
a certain je ne sais quoi about the criminal mastermind that she
found just the tiniest bit exciting.
“I get it, I get it,” said Simon. You’re right, I’m wrong.
No worries.” He smiled in a lopsided kind of way that made
Amanda want to grab his cheeks and straighten his face.
“So what about the criminals then?” said Amphora. “Aren’t
you afraid of serial killers?”
Chalk one up for Amphora.
“Look, this is the way I figure it,” said Simon. “Everything
in life is a challenge. You work, you prepare, you do the best you
can. You win some, you lose some. There’s no point in dwelling
on the bad stuff as long as you’ve done your best.” He patted
down a cowlick.
“I agree,” said Ivy. She bent down and petted Nigel, who
looked like he was in heaven.
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This philosophy had never worked for Amanda but she
wasn’t about to argue. Maybe it worked for this boy, but right
now she didn’t want to think about any of it.
“Say,” said Simon. “Did you hear that they lost a teacher
already?”
“What?” said Amanda. “We heard a girl was expelled but
nothing about a teacher. What happened?”
“No one is saying,” said Simon. “But it was very sudden.
Dead bodies teacher. Er, pathology. Autopsies. You know.”
“Maybe he—he?” said Amanda. Simon nodded. “Maybe
he was taken ill.”
“Or fired,” said Amphora happily.
“Yes, for snatching bodies,” giggled Ivy.
“Right. Good one,” said Simon, and broke into giggles as
well.
Amanda didn’t like the idea of body snatching. She wasn’t
keen on horror films, and anything associated with them
seemed cheap. So she was doubly unkeen on taking the pathology class and felt secretly glad that the teacher was gone.
“They’ve brought in a substitute,” said Simon. “Guy named
Basil Hoxby. I guess he starts tomorrow.”
“Ugh,” said Amphora. “He sounds like a dead body.”
At this remark Amanda couldn’t help herself. She started to
laugh. “Or a spice. No, wait. An herb. Herb Hoxby.” The others looked at her with appreciation. “I’m allowed to say that
because my dad’s name is Herb. Get it?”
“We get it,” said Amphora. “Very cute. Except that ‘herb’
starts with an H, so it’s h-e-r-b.” She sounded the H.
“We say erb,” said Amanda.
“Herb, erb, it doesn’t matter. But listen,” said Simon. “I have
this theory, and I thought you might like to help me test it.” He
looked excited. Amanda thought his cowlick might even have
risen a little as he spoke.
“A theory,” said Amphora. “What kind of theory?”
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He leaned forward. “I think there’s something weird going
on here.”
“At the school?” said Amanda.
“Yes.”
“What kind of weird thing?” said Ivy.
“I’m not sure, but I think something is wrong,” said Simon.
“Something like what?” said Amanda, half dismissing the
idea. Who knew if he was credible?
“I don’t like to be melodramatic, but I think I’ve been hearing things,” he said.
“Things?” said Amphora.
“Odd noises behind walls,” said Simon, motioning toward
the right-hand hall wall with his head, then circling toward the
left-hand one. The motion made him appear slightly spastic.
“You mean like mice?” said Amphora. “I don’t like mice.”
She shuddered.
“No, he’s right,” said Ivy. “Not mice. People.”
“Yes, people,” said Simon, doing that heel-toe rocking thing
again.
“Is that what it was?” said Amanda.
“What what was?” said Amphora.
“Ivy heard it. In the bathroom.” She jerked her head in the
direction of the offending restroom, then caught herself. She
hoped she didn’t look as dumb as Simon doing that.
“Like a scraping?” said Simon.
“Yes,” said Ivy. “And some thumping. No, Nigel. Not you.”
The dog was wagging his tail excitedly for some reason only he
knew.
“I didn’t hear any thumping,” said Amanda.
“Definitely thumping,” said Ivy, rubbing Nigel’s head.
“It’s probably nothing,” said Amphora. “We’re not used to
the school. I’m sure there are all kinds of things they have to
do that we don’t know anything about. Maintenance and stuff.
Maybe those décor guys.”
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“I don’t think so,” said Ivy.
“No, I don’t either,” said Simon. “I think it might be something we’re not supposed to know about, and I want to find out
what it is.”
“But why do you think that?” said Amphora. “I think
you’re overreacting.”
“I don’t think so,” said Simon.
“Why not?” said Amphora.
“Because I saw blood outside the east door.”
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